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Abstract
Even though viruses evolve mainly in liquid milieu, their horizontal transmission routes 
often include episodes of dry environment. Along their life cycle, some insect viruses, such 
as viruses from the Dicistroviridae family, withstand dehydrated conditions with presently 
unknown consequences to their structural stability. Here, we use atomic force microscopy to 
monitor the structural changes of viral particles of Triatoma virus (TrV) after desiccation. Our 
results demonstrate that TrV capsids preserve their genome inside, conserving their height 
after exposure to dehydrating conditions, which is in stark contrast with other viruses that 
expel their genome when desiccated. Moreover, empty capsids (without genome) resulted 
in collapsed particles after desiccation. We also explored the role of structural ions in the 
dehydration process of the virions (capsid containing genome) by chelating the accessible 
cations from the external solvent milieu. We observed that ion suppression helps to keep the 
virus height upon desiccation. Our results show that under drying conditions, the genome 
of TrV prevents the capsid from collapsing during dehydration, while the structural ions are 
responsible for promoting solvent exchange through the virion wall.

Keywords: icosahedral non-enveloped viruses, hydrophobic gate, Triatoma virus, virus 
dehydration, AFM, atomic force microscopy
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Introduction

Viral modes of infection divide into two main routes: vertical 
transmission, which is from a host to its progeny, and hori-
zontal transmission, which occurs through direct or indirect 
host-to-host contacts. The horizontal route can include a large 
variety of environmental agents like aerosol spread, and food 
or water up-taking. Since it is assumed that most viruses are 
highly sensitive to desiccation [1], the ability of the virus to 
stand ambient conditions is a limiting factor for virus spread. 
In this respect, aspects like resistance to dehydration and virus 
spread through contaminated fomites, are important factors 
that affect the transmission of several viral human diseases 
[1–6]. Nevertheless, the molecular determinants by which 
viral structures resist desiccation remain unknown.

Some prototypical human viruses are poliovirus (PV) [7], 
hepatitis A virus (HAV) [8], and human rhino virus (HRV) [9]. 
Their structures show some common features: they are spher-
ical structures of about 30 nm in diameter, built of 60 copies of 
four different peptides, and lack of an outer lipid bilayer enve-
lope. These protein shells are compact with no obvious holes 
through which the internal solvent could be exchanged with 
that of the surrounding external milieu. However, the capsid 
presents cavities that traverse along the five-fold icosahedral 
axes. These cavities are constructed by an annulus formed by 
the five symmetry-related amino acid side chains, and this 
constriction is of about 0.4 nm in diameter. In many virus 
structures, an electron density is observed at this point, and 
has been interpreted as coordinated divalent cations that seem 
to block the cavity [10–13]. These metal ions are accessible 
from the external solvent and can be removed by chelating 
agents [10, 14, 15]. Although the putative function of these 
ions most likely relates to capsid stability, their structural role 
has not been experimentally determined yet.

Within the order Picornavirales, Dicistroviridae is a 
family that groups 15 viral pathogens of several arthropods 
of economic importance. For example, the Cricket paralysis 
virus (CrPV) infects field crickets (Teleogrillus oceanicus 
and T. commodus), causing great losses in agriculture world-
wide; and the Black queen cell virus (BQCV) and Israeli 
acute paralysis virus (IAPV) are two pathogens that repre-
sent major threats to honeybee (Apis mellifera) populations. 
However, among dicistroviruses, Triatoma virus (TrV) is the 
only reported virus that infects the hematophagous insects 
known as triatomines (Hemiptera:Reduviidae). 

Empty TrV particles (devoid of genome) were observed 
in intestine samples of both alive and dead triatomines [16]. 
Together with these natural empty particles, two other empty 
particles can be obtained by experimental techniques [17]. 
These three empty particles were chemically characterized; 
their structures were solved at low resolution by transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) reconstructions [18], and 
one of them at medium resolution by x-ray crystallography 
[19]. These studies allowed us to conclude that the three 
empty particles, and most likely the ones observed by direct 
TEM images taken from fresh feces, are almost identical to 
the atomic structure of full particles obtained by crystallog-
raphy. Another conclusion was that the misprocessing of the 

precursor of the capsid proteins can produce different pep-
tides, but even so they are able to assemble into spherical 
particles of the same diameter (~30 nm). However, these are 
unable to incorporate the viral RNA [17].

Despite the hosts’ diversity of dicistroviruses, one common 
characteristic in their life cycle is that the main route of trans-
mission is per os [20]. This transmission mode implies that 
their viral capsids are strong enough to stand the harsh con-
ditions they encounter through the digestive tract pathway 
of the insect. In the case of TrV, the virus may remain intact 
for years within infected dead insects [21], showing that 
the capsid resists the proteases and nucleases released by 
the decaying corpses. Additionally, both CrPV and TrV are 
shed in the insect’s feces and represent a source of infec-
tion [22, 23]. Once the feces are deposited on the field or in 
insect nests, they are exposed to hot and dry ambient condi-
tions (figure S1, supplemental information SI (stacks.iop.org/
JPhysCM/30/104001/mmedia)). Although all these observa-
tions suggest that virus particles are able of surviving dry 
environ ments, little is known about how the lack of water 
affects the capsid structure.

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) provides both high-reso-
lution images and physical properties of virus particles in liquid 
milieu [24]. AFM topographies allow for measuring the integ-
rity of individual virus particles adsorbed on a solid substrate. 
Specifically, the particle dimensions (height and width) are an 
important indicator of the virus’ structural integrity. This way, 
any structural change of the particle would result in a decrease 
of height [25], which may reflect either a structural collapse 
or just deformation. For instance, virus particles adsorbed on 
a surface in solution normally present a similar height to the 
nominal diameter obtained from the structural models [26–31].  
Although it might depend on the virus–surface interplay [32], 
the interaction between virus capsids and the surface is usu-
ally not strong enough to induce important alterations on 
their structure in liquid. However, the subsequent desiccation 
by removing the water from the surface modifies the virus 
structure, which renders a height considerably lower than the 
hydrated values [33]. This structural alteration of the virus is 
due to several mechanisms. First, the lack of water contrib-
utes to the destabilization of the native folding and association 
of capsid subunits [34]. Second, capillary forces occurring 
during the final desiccation steps pulls the virus structure 
toward the substrate [33]. Third, dehydration changes the 
genome folding and its interaction with the viral capsid. The 
magnitude of this structural change deeply depends on the 
presence of viral genome inside the viral cavity. For instance, 
phage phi29 exhibited disrupted structures keeping about 6% 
and 36% of the hydrated height for empty and dsDNA full 
particles, respectively. Furthermore, full virus particles expel 
their genome out of the capsid shell [33]. The capillary forces 
of the water menisci formed in the virus during the last stages 
of dehydration triggered these structural changes. Specifically, 
freeze drying of virus structures avoid menisci formation and 
reduce virus collapse during dehydration process [30]. These 
forces strongly depend on the existence of nanometric chan-
nels and pores at the virus shell that regulate the way that the 
water escapes from the virus [35].
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The atomic structures of both CrPV [12] and TrV have 
been solved. As expected from the likeness of their amino acid 
sequence, the folding and overall shape are very similar [13]. 
The TrV capsid is built of 180 proteins called VP1-4, and has 
a diameter of about 30 nm (figure 1(A)). One striking point 
observed in both TrV and CrPV crystallographic structures is 
a bump of electron density that blocks the cavity that traverses 
the capsid along the five-fold symmetry axis (figure 1(B)). 
This sand clock-like cavity is formed by the arrangement of 
symmetry-related amino acid side chains, measuring ~0.5 nm 
in diameter at its narrowest region.

In this work, we analyze the ability of TrV particles to 
resist dehydration by monitoring the height of their struc-
tures before and after desiccation. In particular, we investi-
gate the influence of ssRNA on TrV particles’ stability, as 
well as whether the genome remains within the capsid after 
desiccation. Concerning the TrV shell structure, we studied 
how the modulation of the hydrophobic character of the afore-
mentioned cavities at the five-fold symmetry axis results in a 
structural modification of the capsid by analyzing its height 
after desiccation.

Results

Virus purification from both experimentally infected insect 
corpses and dry insect feces allowed us to obtain samples of 
mature TrV virus (mTrV) and empty TrV capsids (Ecap). These 
two particles could be easily separated by using a sucrose gra-
dient centrifugation, and characterized by UV absorption 
spectroscopy and TEM [17]. The average yield per gram of 
dry feces of mTrV and Ecap was about 0.25 mg and 1.2 mg, 
respectively. When the starting material was the abdomen of 
dry insect corpses, the Ecap content with respect to mTrV 

was higher than that resulting from dry feces (Materials and 
Methods, MM). The diameter of both mTrV and Ecap particles 
as measured with dynamic light scattering (DLS) and as esti-
mated from TEM experiments was about 30 nm. This value is 
coincident with the size determined from the crystallographic 
structure [13] and from cryo-TEM reconstructions [18] (figure 
1(A)). After being treated with chelating agent, the samples of 
both particles did not experience any structural change, nei-
ther in height nor shape (SI figure S2). Moreover, we did not 
observe the disassembly by-products that could be indicative 
that removing ions from the structure affected particle stability.

Figure 2(A) shows a typical AFM topography of a single 
TrV particle obtained in the liquid condition. As usual [26, 27]  
the topographical profile, indicated by the blue arrows and 
depicted in figure  2(G) (blue), indicates that the particle 
height (~30 nm) is very close to the nominal diameter pro-
vided by the crystallographic atomic model (PDB code 3NAP; 
figure  1(A)). This fact indicates that in our case the virus–
surface interaction hardly affects the virus’ particle structure.

The surface is subsequently air dried by blowing with N2 
gas for a few seconds. Desiccation of TrV virions results in 
rounded structures (figure 2(B)), showing the suppression of 
capsomeric resolution. The topographical profile (red arrows 
in figure 2(B)) demonstrates that the particle height decreases 
to ~23 nm (red, figure 2(G)). AFM images do not show any 
indication of genome on the surface after desiccation (SI 
figure S4). In order to investigate the influence of the pore’s 
character on the integrity of the TrV, we performed similar 
experiments with viral capsids treated with a chelating agent 
[36–39], as explained in MM. This treatment most likely 
removes the cation from each hydrophobic gate located at 
the five-fold symmetry axis [40]. The topographical profiles 
of the particles imaged in liquid milieu (figure 2(C)) show 

Figure 1. (A) TrV structure. TrV capsid has icosahedral symmetry of about 30 nm in diameter, and is built of 60 copies of each of the 
structural proteins VP1–VP3 (PDB code 3NAP). A fourth small protein, VP4, is disordered and buried at the capsid interior in contact with 
the RNA. The dashed red line approximately contours a penton made of 5  ×  VP1-3. The close-up view shows the entrance of the cavity 
located at the five-fold symmetry axis. (B) Lateral view of a slab showing the penton with the cavity that traverses the capsid along the 
five-fold axis (for the sake of clarity, one protomer, i.e. three proteins, were removed). The surface represented corresponds to the solvent-
accessible area. The short arrow indicates the approximate position of the crystallographic electron density attributed to a divalent ion [13].

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 104001
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once more a height similar to the nominal diameter (blue, 
figure  2(G)). After desiccation, the chelated particle results 
again in a featureless structure (figure 2(D)). However, its 
profile (red, figure 2(G)) reaches higher values (~27 nm) than 
particles with ions still located at the hydrophobic gates. For 
the sake of comparison, figures 2(E) and (F) show examples of 
empty Ecap under liquid and dried conditions, whose profiles 
(figure 2(G)) show a dramatic collapse of the structure in air 
conditions.

Figure 3 displays the statistics of TrV particle height 
before and after drying. The diameter after desiccation of 
non-chelated and chelated particles is 25.3 nm and 27.2 nm, 

respectively. An ANOVA test between the two virus popula-
tions demonstrates a confidence p  <  0.05 that accounts for 
a significant difference (asterisks in figure  3). These results 
suggest that the ion observed in the five-fold symmetry axis 
plays an active role in the hydration of the virions. Besides 
height, AFM also provides the lateral dimensions of single 
TrV viruses (SI figure S5). These data indicate a certain pro-
pensity to flattening of virus particles upon desiccation, albeit 
with a high dispersion. Although this flattening is related to 
the deformation of particles during desiccation, we cannot 
neglect the inherent sample dilation originated by the lateral 
dimension of the tip [41].

Discussion

Viruses are biomolecular assemblies that necessitate liquid 
milieu to replicate. As any other biomolecule, dehydration 
might affect their structure and functionality. The achieve-
ment of resistance against desiccation would require the viral 
capsids to keep their structural integrity as much as possible. 
Although other biological structures such as spores can with-
stand long periods under dry condition [42], being spherical 
viruses hollow structures containing moieties, little is known 
about how viruses retain their solvent content. In a previous 
work, we observed in two geometrically different icosahe-
dral non-enveloped dsDNA viruses that desiccation causes 
genome ejection from the capsid [33], leaving faulty struc-
tures for infection. Drying studies run by another group on 
HAV and PV, two virus capsids belonging to the Enterovirus 
family, showed that when dried in environmental fomites, 
HAV is more resistant to inactivation than PV [43].

Role of structural ions in icosahedral viruses

Although the exact identity of ions found in different viruses 
has not been extensively determined, we do know that there 
are metal binding sites on the five-fold axis of many virus 
capsids [10]. The main role these ions play in the capsid is 
structural, in the sense that they confer to the overall structure 
certain properties that are not associated with large changes in 
the protein fold. This can be illustrated by the fact that in both 
HRV14 and HRV16 the metal ions may play a role in viral dis-
assembly, but no conformational changes are observed in the 
viral structures when the ions are removed [10]. In the case of 
TrV, it is also observed that the five-fold cavity of the virions 
capsid that contains the cations changes subtly changes in 
response to the capsid without cations [19]. It is obvious 
that in order for a cation to be part of a protein atomic struc-
ture, very stringent electronic conditions have to be fulfilled. 
However, if the protein structure is almost the same for both 
cavities (with and without ions), where does the structural dif-
ference reside? In light of our previous results modeling the 
solvation of the TrV capsid [40], the presence of the cation at 
the five-fold symmetry axis could determine the hydration of 
the cavity.

Figure 2. AFM of TrV capsids. Image (A) shows a topography of a 
TrV virion in liquid milieu, fully hydrated. Image (B) portrays the 
topography of a virion after desiccation. This topography shows a 
hole that might correspond to either a missing protein or a missing 
capsomer. Image (C) exhibits a chelated TrV virion, and (D) an 
example of a dehydrated one. Images (E) and (F) represent hydrated 
and dehydrated examples of Ecap structures, respectively. (G) 
displays the topographical profiles obtained in images (A)–(F) for 
comparison of the integrity of particles before (blue) and after (red) 
dehydration.

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 104001
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The role of ssRNA

Previous experiments [33] demonstrated that the existence 
of genome within the viral cavity prevents the collapse of 
dsDNA viral capsids. TrV capsids demonstrate a similar 
behavior, and empty Ecap particles collapse dramatically 
after desiccation. In this case, we find that empty particles 
reduce their height to 9 nm, about 30% of the hydrated value 
(figure 3). However, mTrV capsids decrease their height to 
84% of the hydrated value. This fact reveals that ssRNA in 
TrV, as dsDNA in other viruses, is an important contributor 
to keeping the virus structure under desiccation. In fact, the 
height of collapsed Ecap structures is very close to the thick-
ness of two TrV capsid walls (~6 nn, figure 1(B)). However, 
the most striking feature we found is that, in contrast with 
other viruses such as phi29 bacteriophage or the Minute 
Virus of Mice [33], TrV capsids keep their genome inside 
after desiccation. This property seems quite adequate for TrV, 
which withstands stringent drying during long periods along 
its horizontal transmission, whereas feces dry in a few hours. 
If RNA leaves the capsid during dehydration, it seems very 
unlikely for it to be packed back in again without expressing 
new protein shells: this only happens in the cell environment. 
Consequently, for viruses transmitted through the fecal–oral 
route, retaining the genome inside the capsid during ambient 
exposure might constitute a necessary condition to complete 
the infection cycle.

Altogether, our experiments reveal that in TrV, and most 
likely in other similar viruses containing ions at the five-fold 
axis, the capsid’s resistance to dehydration stress seems to 
be favored by the packed genome but disfavored by these 
structural ions. Nevertheless, one of the necessary features 
that permit the horizontal transmission of the virus in dry 
natural environments may be that the TrV capsid maintains 
its genome under stringent dehydration conditions. This fea-
ture could affect the recovery of TrV structural and infectious 
characteristics under proper hydration conditions, either in 
feces or the insect digestive tract. Therefore, a challenging 
experiment consists of characterizing the capsid structures 
with AFM after rehydrating the dried viruses adsorbed on the 
surface. Figure S6 (SI) presents an example of such experi-
ment, showing a very inhomogeneous sample of unidentified 
specimens where it is difficult to separate virus particles from 
debris. We think that our experiment is probably not mim-
icking the natural rehydration conditions, and more effort 
should be invested in addressing this issue. We speculate that 
TrV being capable of keeping RNA inside under dehydrated 
ambient conditions is the result of evolutionary adaptation of 
this and other similar viruses to favor horizontal transmission.

Structural ions favor draining the internal solvent

Since the cavity along the five-fold icosahedral axis has a 
small neck, this structural feature can be considered as a bar-
rier for the solvent to freely permeate the capsid shell. In fact, 
simulation studies of narrow cavities in membrane protein 
structures coin the concept of the ‘hydrophobic gate’ [44–46]. 

Meanwhile, calculations show that the water density within 
cylindrical cavities with a diameter below 0.7 nm can be 
described as in a liquid–vapor transition [47]. This behavior 
depends on the pore diameter and hydrophobic/hydrophilic 
character of the amino acid lining the cavity. More recent 
experimental studies done in non-biological nanopores gave 
direct evidence of hydrophobic gating modulated by applying 
a voltage across the pore [48]. Our previous simulation of the 
TrV capsid [40] found that the hydrophobic barrier is removed 
if the divalent cation is placed in a point in the cavity that crys-
tallographic studies assign to a coordinated ion [13]. When 
the ion is present, the cavity is fully hydrated and water mol-
ecules enter the hydrophobic neck, forming a line [40]. Due 
to the key role water molecules play in biological systems, the 
conduction of solvent and ions through proteins attracts the 
interest of both theoretical and experimental studies. In par-
ticular, the aquaporin family of water pores provides a remark-
able example of water conduction through long (ca. 2 nm) and 
narrow (about 0.3 nm) means of traversing a protein body [45, 
49, 50]. Since virus wall is the border of the virion with the 
external environment, its structure and porosity determine 
the release of water during desiccation [35]. In this respect, 
the hydrophobic character of the 12 transversal channels at 
the pentons of TrV capsid seems to influence the structure of 
virus particles after desiccation. Chelated particles, where the 
divalent ion has been removed from the channels, keep about 
90% of the hydrated height (figure 3). However, the presence 
of divalent cations in TrV particles preserves about the 84% 
of the hydrated height (figure 3). When the hydrophobic char-
acter of the channels is active (chelated particles), virus cap-
sids exhibit a larger height. We interpret that the hydrophilic 
character of these channels favors the water to escape from the 
virus cavity, removing water from the RNA. 

Figure 3. Changes of TrV capsids height after desiccation. This 
box plot contains the statistical analysis of 145 empty particles, 100 
virions, and 100 chelated particles in red, blue, and green colors, 
respectively.

J. Phys.: Condens. Matter 30 (2018) 104001
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However, the hydrophobic channels (without ions) do not 
promote the water to leave, and the RNA remains hydrated. We 
suggest that the hydrated nucleic acids prevent virus deforma-
tion more efficiently than a dehydrated genome because the 
presence of water stabilizes the RNA’s folding and structure 
[51–54]. It is important to remark that both chelated and non-
chelated particles do not result in collapse, but deformed struc-
tures after dehydration. However, according to figure S5, mTrV 
particles show higher deformation because their full width at 
half maximum (FWHM) is larger than that of the chelated 
mTrV. The ions’ role of facilitating water escape contrasts with 
the intuitive thinking that the presence of ions should block the 
viral cavity. The presence or absence of ions might be useful 
in a natural environment in two ways. It is important to shuttle 
the water in and out to, on one hand, maximize virus stability 
during dry conditions and, on the other hand, allow hydration 
when needed for activating the virus for infection again.

In addition to this regulatory function in regulating capsid 
hydration, based on molecular dynamic and quantum calcul-
ations we postulate that the cavities at the five-fold axis could 
function as ion channels. This is because a positive cation like 
Ca or Mg trapped in the hydrophobic and narrowest part of 
cavity (ca. 5 Ǻ in diameter) can attract water molecules to enter 
the cavity. This hydration could form a ‘water wire’ and span 
about 2.0 nm long. Under this condition, our calculations indi-
cate that the water wire connect the outer and inner solvent bulk 
regions, thus allowing protons to exit from the capsid interior. 
This arrangement located at the five-fold cavity and formed by 
the cation and water wire would function as a pH sensor [37].

Conclusion

Our work demonstrates that, compared with other viruses, the 
TrV capsid better supports dehydration conditions by keeping 
the genome inside. In addition, we also showed how the pres-
ence/absence of structural ions at the five-fold axis of TrV 
virions modulate their stability against dehydration. Our results 
suggest that the role of the cation is not only to hydrate the 
cavity, but also to favor the leakage of solvent from the capsid 
interior. Our work paves the way for understanding the struc-
tural factors affecting viruses when dehydration takes place.

Materials and methods

Rearing insects in insectary

A TrV-infected triatomine has been maintained at the Center 
for Studies and Parsitological Vectors since 2002, originating 
from field-collected insects infected with TrV. The insects are 
held at 28  ±  1 °C, 60%  ±  5% relative humidity, and a pho-
toperiod of 12:12 h (light:dark). Since insects of this colony 
composed of about 300–400 individuals die due to the infec-
tion, the colony is maintained by the incorporation of 100 
monthly healthy nymphs free of TrV. The triatomines are in 
400 cm3 plastic containers covered with a nylon mesh, and 
are provided with vertical paper strips as resting places. The 
insects are fed every 15 d and prior to feeding the paper is 
removed in order to collect the dry fecal material.

TrV purification

Mature viral particles (containing viral RNA, mTrV) were 
obtained from dry feces collected in the rearing containers of 
an experimentally infected triatomine’s insect colony. First, 
100 ml of lysis buffer (10 mM NaCl, 1 mM MgCl2, 200 mM 
citric acid, pH 6.0) was added per gr of dry material. PMSF 
was then added to achieve a final concentration of 1 mM. 
In order to disrupt clusters of feces, samples were first vor-
texed for 5 min, and then sonicated at 4 °C by several 20 s 
pulses. Samples were then centrifuged for 45 min, at 4 °C and 
12 000 rpm (Optima L-90 K centrifuge, Beckman Coulter). 
Supernatant was further centrifuged 2.5 h, 40 000 rpm (Optima 
L-90 K centrifuge, Beckman Coulter). Pellets were then resus-
pended overnight at 4 °C in 2 ml NMT buffer (10 mM NaCl, 
1 mM MgCl2, 50 mM Tris-HCl, pH 7.4). 

Empty viral particles were obtained from intestines of dead 
dried insects, and 15 ml of NMT buffer was added to each 
gr of material, containing 1 mM PMSF. Then, samples were 
vortexed for 5–10 min, then shook for 20–30 min. at 4°C, and 
finally sonicated at 4°C (10 s ON, 15 s OFF, 20 pulse in an 
MSE Soniprep 150 sonicator). Samples were then centrifuged 
for 30 min at 4 °C and 14 500 rpm (Optima L-90 K centrifuge, 
Beckman Coulter). The supernatant was further centrifuged 
for 3 h at 4 °C and 44 000 rpm (Optima L-90 K centrifuge, 
Beckman Coulter). Pellets containing viral particles were 
resuspended overnight at 4 °C in 1 ml NMT buffer.

In order to separate mature and empty viral particles from 
other materials, chromatography in sucrose gradient was per-
formed. The resuspended material was loaded in a 5–30% 
sucrose gradient column and centrifuged for 3 h at 4 °C and 
100 000×  g. Fractions of 0.5–1 ml were collected and stored 
on ice. In order to check protein content, fractions were ana-
lyzed by SDS-PAGE in 12.5% acrylamide gels and devel-
oped with Coomassie staining. Collected fractions showing 
the highest protein content were pooled together. In order to 
remove the sucrose, the pooled samples from the sucrose gra-
dient were dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against 2 l NMT buffer. 

Protein concentration was then measured by absorbance at 
280 nm (NanoDrop 2000, Thermo Scientific™). 

Sample concentrations

Particle viral samples were concentrated to 0.2 mg ml−1 (for 
chelating treatment) or to 1 mg ml−1 (for AFM analysis) by 
dialysis, using a Millipore membrane filter of 30 kDa cut-off 
(Amicon® Ultra-4, Amicon) centrifuging at room temperature 
and 4500×  g; each centrifugation was no more than 3 min. 
In those cases where the final concentration was higher than 
required, samples were diluted with NMT buffer. 

Chelation of mTrV structural ions

In order to extract from the TrV capsid all solvent-exposed 
ions, including the putative ion located at each pore of each 
symmetry axis, samples of purified mTrV were chelated with 
EDTA (ethylenediamine tetra-acetic acid). Then, 4 ml (0.2 mg 
ml−1) of purified virus were dialyzed overnight at 4 °C against 
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2 l of NT buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM NaCl) containing 
100 mM EDTA. Control samples were dialyzed in the same 
conditions, but against 2 l of NT Buffer without EDTA. Then, in 
order to eliminate/dilute the EDTA from the solutions, samples 
were dialyzed (3–4 h, 4 °C) once more against 2 l of NT buffer.

Dynamic light scattering measurement

The height of both TrV empty capsids and virion were mea-
sured using a Zetaheightr Nano S (Malvern, UK) DLS, which 
employs a 5 mW He–Ne laser emitting at 633 nm and a pho-
tomultiplier oriented at 173° from the incident beam. The 
particles were dissolved in NMT buffer and in a concentra-
tion (protein) of about 0.2 mg ml−1. Samples were placed into 
Uvette plastic cuvettes, and the particle diameter was aver-
aged from 12 independent measurements automatically per-
formed by the equipment. These measurements represent the 
hydrodynamic diameter as deduced from the Stokes equation.

TEM measurements

Images of TrV of empty particles, full virions, and full virions 
after chelating treatment were observed with TEM. Images 
were acquired using a Phillips EM208S TEM equipped with 
a Morada camera (nominal resolution of 0.34 nm). A sample 
stain was done using uranyl acetate (2%), and particle solutions 
for these studies were at a concentration of about 0.1 mg ml−1  
(protein). The samples were mounted on polarized (glow dis-
charge method) carbon-coated copper grids.

AFM measurements and virus dehydration

For AFM imaging, virus samples were diluted in a solution 
of NT/NMT to obtain a final concentration of 0.02 mg ml−1  
(protein concentration). A drop of 30 µl of virus solution was 
deposited on freshly cleaved highly oriented pyrolityc graphite 
and incubated for 20 min at room temperature before washing 
with NT/NMT buffer. After incubation, the sample was 
immersed in 200 µl of the same buffer that was used before. 
The sample was therefore maintained in a hydrated, close to 
physiological state throughout the experiment. (SI figure S3). 
In the case of dehydration, samples were equally prepared, 
but the water meniscus was removed by blowing with N2, and 
imaging was done in dynamic mode (SI figure S3).

The AFM (Nanotec Electrónica) was operated in jumping 
mode, and in liquid and amplitude modulation modes in 
air, using RC800PSA (Olympus) cantilevers with nominal 
spring constants of 0.05 and 0.39 N m−1 respectively [55]. 
Cantilevers were routinely calibrated using Sader’s method 
[56]. AFM imaging was performed at 70 pN to explore the 
viruses on the surface in liquid. In air, we used the non-contact 
dynamic mode [57].
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